A Beginners Guide

About Learning Pool
Learning Pool delivers tailored online learning solutions that achieve measurable impact
to over one million people in the UK.
Its unique service provides customers with the support and tools to create, share and
customise their training quickly and cost-effectively.
Learning Pool hosts the UK’s largest online learning community where 12,000 members
collaborate on best practice and learning resources.The company is focused on
improving organisations and has saved its customers over £50 million to date.
Learning Pool has been recognised by the Deloitte Fast 50 as one of the fastest growing
technology companies in the UK in each of the last four years. Find out more at
www.learningpool.com.

About this Guide
This guide has been written to provide a quick-start for those who are new to Twitter
and who would like a bit of a helping hand when it comes to getting going with the
service. It contains no staggering insights, and any experienced tweeters will probably
know everything in here.
The guide takes you through from first opening an account on Twitter, to finding people
to follow on the site, and how to get to grips with replies, retweets and hashtags. It
might seem like there is a load of jargon involved here, but don’t worry, I’ll explain it all
as we go along.
This guide is also focused on individuals using Twitter. This is by far the most useful way
to make use of the service – although using Twitter in the guise of an organisation is
mentioned towards the end.
It’s very difficult to keep a document like this up to date in such a fast changing
environment. But just so you know, the copy you are reading now was published in
Febuary 2013.
All the content in this guide is published under a Creative Commons AttributionNoncommercial-Share Alike 2.0 UK: England & Wales License. This means that you can
copy, share and edit the content as long as you give this document credit and don’t
make any money out of it.
See http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/uk/ for more details.
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Part 1: What is Twitter?
For those who are very new to all this, Twitter is a service where you can post up very
short messages – up to 140 characters, including spaces – which are generally published
publicly on the web.
These messages – known as ‘tweets’ – can be anything, from personal updates about
what you are doing, or where you are going to the sharing of interesting links, or asking
questions. Pretty much nothing is off topic.
You can choose to track what certain users are saying on Twitter – this is called
‘following’. Likewise, if people find you interesting, they are likely to follow you in
return.
Unlike Facebook, whose terminology – such as the word ‘friend’ – indicates a certain
level of familiarity between those connected on the site, following people on Twitter is
simply a statement of finding someone interesting.
You don’t have to know someone at all to follow them on Twitter. Likewise, it isn’t such
a big deal to stop following (or ‘unfollow’ in the Twitter parlance) someone if you are no
longer getting value from them.
This means that it is possible to grow your network of interesting people very quickly
indeed, as every time you follow someone new, you can check who they follow to find
more folk to connect to.
Don’t feel you can only follow one group of your contacts: Twitter is great for mixing
things up a bit. So you could follow your favourite TV star, a bunch of civil servants,
some bloggers in America as well as that weird guy you used to go to school with.
Twitter is a tool for communicating and how you use that is up to you.
What is clear though, is that news can travel very fast on Twitter, and reputations built
in no time. You can find a long list of people who will add value and entertainment to
your day, everyday, all for nothing but the small amount of time it takes to engage with
this remarkable medium.

Part 2: Getting Started
The first thing we need to do to get started in the world of Twitter is to open an
account. For this, you just need a valid email address.
Open up a web browser and type in the address twitter.com to visit the Twitter
homepage. You should see something like this:

Fill in the white boxes on the right under the “New to twitter? Sign Up” heading. Here
are some notes to help you decide what to put in each one:


Full name. This is your name as it appears on your profile page on Twitter. It isn’t
the same as your username and won’t be used for a lot, so don’t worry too much
about it. Generally though, I’d advise that it is good to be open about who you
are, and not to hide too much behind pseudonyms.



Email address. You need to give Twitter an email address so it knows you are
human, and real. It is also useful as you get updates and notifications sent to this
address, which is handy if you don’t spend all day constantly staring at Twitter
like I do.



Password. Your password is chosen by you. Try to pick something easy to
remember, but not easy to guess!

Now all that is done, hit the big yellow “Sign up!” button. You’ll be confronted with this
screen:

The boxes will be filled in with the information you entered on the homepage.


Twitter will suggest a username for you. You don’t have to keep this username,
you can choose your own by deleting the suggested username and typing in
something different. This is the name you use to login with, and it is also the
name that people will use to ‘reply’ to you – for example, to point a message at
you directly. It’s therefore much more important than Full Name. Try and keep it
reasonably descriptive and as short as possible. It will become clear why later! If
you have chosen something that someone else has already bagged, Twitter will
tell you. Keep trying until you get something you like!



You may want to edit your name, email account or change your password at this
stage. For example if you have made an error, your password is shown being
‘weak’ or if you simply change your mind!



Other people will be able to find you using your email address. Your email
address will not be made public on your profile and you can change your privacy
settings later if you don’t want this to happen.

Now all that is done, hit the Create my account button. You’ll be confronted with this
screen:

You are prompted to start following at least 5 people. You can either search for friends
or follow from the list of suggestions Twitter have provided.
The aim here is to provide you with some more people to follow when you start off.
Twitter chooses a bunch of very popular accounts to show on this page – in other words,
accounts which lots of other people have chosen to follow.
You can also search for users via contacts in your email. This can be quite useful, if you
use any of the listed services. You can now search through all the contacts in your email
address book to see if they are on Twitter already, so you can start following them right
away.
You will only be able to see contacts that have allowed permission to be found using
their email address in the privacy settings.

When you have finished or if you do not wish to add contacts from your email you can
hit the ‘skip’ button.

You will then be presented with the option to upload your profile picture. This can be
anything you want, usually a good idea to upload a recent image of yourself to help
others verify who you are.
*If you do not wish to do this now, hit ‘skip’, we will come back to this later.

Once you hit ‘upload image’ you can then choose from a picture that you have stored on
your computer.
Great so now you have your profile picture! Time to write a little bit about yourself in
your ‘Bio’ just below. This isn’t required, but again adds to the authenticity of your
account and gives others an insight in to who you are eg ‘Mum of 2, works at Learning
Pool. Enjoys dancing and a nice curry on a Friday night’  It really can be as honest as
this, its up to you!
Once you have written a short Bio, and uploaded your image, click ‘Done’ in the top
right of this block.

And there you have it! You are on Twitter, now lets do some tweeting!

Part 3: Posting a Tweet
Let’s post our first tweet – it really is pretty simple. If you are in the ‘Home’ tab of
Twitter, in the box marked ‘Compose a new Tweet’ type something in.

If you are in the ‘Me’ section of Twitter you can click on the blue icon in the top right
hand corner, a pop up will appear as before, you can now write your first tweet!

Anything will do, maybe something like: This is my first Tweet!

When you are happy with your message, click Tweet and it will be published.
Nice one! Trouble is, nobody is following you right now, so they are unlikely to find your
tweet, however well crafted it was. We’ll sort that out in a bit.
One quick but important point before we move on. Don’t be constrained by the
question Twitter poses – your tweets can be about anything, not just what is happening
at that moment. It could be something you are thinking, for instance. Don’t feel like you
have to use Twitter as some kind of public log of your activities – you can use it to
publish messages about anything you like.

Part 4: Completing your Profile
To help people find you, and to know who you are when they do, it’s a good idea to fill
in your profile. It sort of sells you, and why you are worth connecting to on Twitter.

On the top navigation bar on Twitter, click on the cog icon and a dropdown menu will
appear. Click on the settings link.

This will show a page a bit like this:

From here you can amend all of the settings on your account to suit your preferences.
We are going to concentrate on setting up your profile for now but feel free to have a
read through the other settings to make sure they suit you. A couple of points here
though:




There is an option at the bottom of the account page. This is a tick box where you
can choose to Protect my tweets. This will stop what you publish on Twitter being
searchable, and will mean only those you explicitly allow to view your content will
be able to. I’d advise against ticking this, as – to my mind – the point of being on
Twitter is to connect to new people and to talk to them. Protecting your account will
significantly decrease the chances of people wanting to follow you.
Check your notifications page settings. It is useful to get an email if someone starts
to follow you or sends you a direct message but you may not want to receive an
email every time someone re-tweets you for example.

For now, click on the Profile tab at the left of the settings page and you should see the
following:

Most of this is self explanatory.
On Location it’s important to make sure people will know where exactly you mean. For
example, list your location as ‘Cambridge, UK’ so people don’t think you’re based in the
other Cambridges around the world.
Being fairly accurate with your location makes it easy for people in the same area as you
to find you, which can be a cool way of connecting with people.
If you haven’t already, do make sure you fill in the Bio here with something that
explains who you are and what you are interested in. It can make a real difference to
how people respond to you.
It’s good to stand out a bit on Twitter, and that is never going to happen with that
default egg icon appearing next to all your tweets. We can sort that out from here too.
So if you haven’t already, get your pic uploaded.
Click Choose file to locate an image on your computer to use, and when you have
finished adding all of the information you want to your profile, hit Save. Twitter will
resize the photo for you, and it will liven up your tweets no end:
We’ll take a look at some of the other options later. For now, let’s start following, and
getting followed. Click the Twitter logo at the top left of the screen to return to the
homepage.

Part 5: Building your Network
Using Twitter on your own is kind of dull, and pretty pointless. We need to start
following people, and to get some followers in return!
First of all, let’s try finding someone specific to follow. You can do this when you know
the exact username of someone on Twitter. People are starting to include their Twitter
usernames in email signatures and on business cards these days, so it’s not as unlikely as
it sounds.
Let’s follow Learning Pool to start with –we’re a friendly bunch! To find someone’s
Twitter profile, you just enter the address of their profile page in your browser’s address
bar, which always follows the convention twitter.com/username.
So, to get to our profile, you type in twitter.com/LearningPool. You should see
something like this appear:

Obviously the content will be different, as we will hopefully have been tweeting away
between writing this guide and you reading it!
We are sure you want to give us a little follow so under our picture, you will see a
button saying Follow.

Press this, and the screen should change to look more like this:

The button is now blue and says the word ‘Following’ under our picture.
Nice one! You’re now following Learning Pool. Twitter will now suggest some people to
follow that it thinks are similar, shown underneath our profile picture, you can have a
look at their profiles and follow them too if you like
Right, let’s follow some more people. Here’s a list of folk to start following. Remember
that to find their profiles, and the link to follow them, you need to enter
twitter.com/username in your browser’s address bar.




@MMaryMcKenna – MD of Learning Pool
LearningPool –To get all the latest news on our e-learning products, services,
events, webinars and of course more fantastic free ebooks
A few of our Marketing team who will be sure to send you a little welcome
tweet and follow you back @emwhiteside, @Lisa_Mc_G and @serenamc

These are just a small selection of people to follow, but they do offer a good spread of
areas of interest and all post regularly.
Now, the important thing to know about Twitter and following people is that every time
you follow someone, they get an email telling them that it has happened, with a link to
your profile. Most of the time, people will click the link, and have a look to see if you are
interesting enough to follow in return.

One thing to do to find more followers is to look to see who other people are following take a few minutes out to check who some of those people we just started following are
connected to.
You can do this by visiting their profile, and clicking the Following link:

Which will bring up a page like this:

You can read recent tweets from these and follow them from this list if they sound
interesting, or check their full profiles and their recent tweets to get a better idea of
what stuff they are into.

Part 6: Replying and the Art of Conversation
One of the key features of Twitter is the ability for two or more people to have a
conversation on the site. Everything you say is still public, but messages are more
obviously directed at specific individuals. The great thing about Twitter though is that
anyone can join in and contribute to these conversations!
To point a message at someone specific, you just have to stick an @ sign in your tweet,
followed immediately by their username, with no spaces. This is known as ‘replying’ to
someone in Twitter-lingo – even if you aren’t actually replying to anything in particular,
it is also known as ‘mentioning’.
So, to mention us in your tweet, you would put something like:

Notice how when you typed in @LearningPool, the text above the posting box changed
to “Tweet to Learning Pool”rather than “What’s happening?”. Also the character count
next to the Tweet button tells you how many characters you have (or haven’t!) got left.
Twitter’s nice like that.
To directly reply to a specific tweet someone has written, simply hover you mouse over
that tweet and you will see links to ‘favourite’, ‘reply’ or ‘retweet’ appear underneath it.
If you click on reply, you will see something like this:

A pop up box appears underneath with the @username already there and the message
you are replying to underneath, so you can just go ahead and enter your message. Nice
and easy!

Using the reply button makes it makes it easier to follow a conversation than simply
typing ‘@username’. If people have been having a conversation in this way, a speech
bubble icon will appear on the right hand side of the tweet:

If you click on this, you can see the history of the conversation or you can click “expand”
to see what others have replied to this tweet.
You can also reply to as many people as you can fit into your tweet, so if you think
something will be of interest to a lot of people, feel free to reply to them en masse.
Maybe like this:

Don’t worry if the text above the box only mentions one person; the message will work
for everyone you reply to.

Part 7: Sharing the Love – Retweeting
Just like with email, sometimes you see something posted on Twitter that’s just so good,
you have to share it with the world. What in email we would call forwarding in Twitter is
called ‘retweeting’.
As with replying, it’s a pretty simple convention. Hover your mouse over the tweet you
would like to retweet, click the Retweet link and then click the Retweet button and
you’ll instantly share the tweet with your followers:

If you would like to add a comment to the retweet in the characters you have left, the
form is to copy the text of the tweet you want to retweet, then paste it into your
posting box, prefaced with the letters ‘RT’, a space, then @username of the original
poster and your comment.
Perhaps an example would demonstrate this better. Let’s say we really like this tweet,
and want to highlight it by retweeting it:

If you want to add your own comment to the retweet, then I think it’s best to put it
before the ‘RT’. Here’s what we would stick in our posting box:

Or…

However, there are no hard and fast rules with this, and you can do whatever you think
works best.
Retweeting can be seen as being ‘good form’ on Twitter – highlighting the good work of
others can help establish you on the site, and people will look favourably on you if you
retweet them. Don’t abuse it though – if you go around retweeting things willy-nilly,
people will get pretty fed up with it.
One final point on retweets - sometimes adding the RT and the @username to the front
of a tweet will take you over the character limit. Fear not! It’s fine to edit the original
text to make sure you can fit everything in – just make sure you retain the original
meaning, so people don’t feel you are taking their comments out of context.

Part 8: Hashtagging
Hashtags are a solution to the problem where lots of different people are talking about
the same issue on Twitter, but who don’t know or follow each other. How do we track
these conversations?
The convention is to preface a common or agreed keyword with the # symbol. The way
hashtags work is that nobody has to ‘set it up’ in any formal way, you just start using it.
It’s often a good idea to agree with some people you know first what a hashtag might
be, or alternatively just rely on serendipity to bring people together around it.
Here’s an example. Say we wanted to tweet about this guide, and get a conversation
going on Twitter about it. We decide to use the hashtag lptwitterguide (it’s best to avoid
punctuation and capitalisation with these things to make life easier). I’d put this in my
update box:

You can see that the hashtag has turned blue. This means Twitter has turned it into a
link – see what happens when you click it!
The link takes you right into Twitter’s search page, and lists everything with that
hashtag. This is a great way of finding out other people on Twitter who are interested in
the same things you are. We’ll look at search in more detail in a bit.
Hashtags can be used for specific events, ongoing conversations or even just for jokes
that last a few minutes. They are an incredibly powerful way of pulling disparate but
related conversations together in one place.

Part 9: Let’s Tweet a Link
Now we have outed ourselves by following, replying to and re-tweeting a few people –
and played with hashtags too – we had better make sure we tweet some interesting
stuff for them to find when they come and visit us.
One of the best things to tweet is a link to an interesting thing you have seen online.
People are using Twitter more and more as a source of reading material, simply because
of the trust we have in our network on the site. If someone I recognise as a good source
of interesting content tweets a link, I’m probably going to follow it.
So, let’s tweet a link. First of all, we need to find an interesting link. You might have
spotted a good blog post recently, or maybe you’d like to draw attention to something
on your organisation’s website. For this example, we are going to use a BBC News blog
about a computer system for older people, written by Rory Cellan-Jones, who is
@Ruskin147 on Twitter.
The first rule of posting links on Twitter is adding context. The second rule is shortening
the address.
The first one is so important in terms of getting people to actually take notice of what
you are posting. Don’t just copy and paste the web page’s address into the posting box
on Twitter, and publish it. Instead, take a few minutes to add some background. Using
my example, I might put something like:
“Interesting blog post about a new computer system for older people:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/technology/2009/11/computing_for_the_elderly_patr.h
tml”
Now, there is a problem with the tweet above, which you will soon find out if you try
and paste it into your posting box. It is 10 characters too long:

See how the character counter is a minus figure and in red? That’s a bad thing!

This brings us onto that second rule of posting links – making them short. We don’t have
much space when we write tweets, and having it all used up with link addresses is kind
of depressing.
Luckily, there are loads of services out there that make your links shorter for you. Let’s
try one called bit.ly. Open up a new browser window or tab, and type in the address
bit.ly. This should load up a screen that looks something like this:

You’ll notice the big box running across the screen. Paste your link in there, and hit the
Shorten button, when you do, your link will change:

This is great! All we need to do now is copy that much shorter link and paste it into our
tweet. If you don’t trust it, first try pasting the shortened address into your browser’s
address bar, and hit enter. You’ll see that after a little bit of thinking, the short address
becomes the long address, and you’ll end up at your original link.

Let’s see how it looks in our tweet now:

YAY! We’ve saved a total of 61 characters. In the world of Twitter, this is gold dust.
There are other link shorteners out there apart from bit.ly. Try searching for "url
shortener" on Google or another search engine and you’ll find loads of them.
Keep posting interesting links to Twitter, as well as other snippets, so that visitors to
your profile see the value in following you. This can take a little time, though, so don’t
get disheartened if your follower numbers aren’t very high after a week. Relax and keep
plugging away. Your time will come.

Part 10: Direct Messages
Sometimes you might want to drop someone a quick message on Twitter without the
world seeing it. Maybe you are sending them your phone number, or arranging to meet
up. You can do this by using the direct message feature on Twitter. Direct messages are
often referred to as ‘DMs’ on Twitter.
To send someone a direct message, or DM, click the cog icon at the top of the screen
then down to Direct Messages:

This will take you to your DM inbox:

This at this stage will be mostly empty. You can send a message by clicking on the New
Message button at the top of the page. A quick note here, you can only send a direct
message to someone who is following you.

When you click on New Message, you will see the following:

If you start to type the name of the person you wish to send a message to in the box at
the top, Twitter will produce a dropdown list of names for you to choose from, then you
can type your message in the larger box. When you are done, click Send. Your message
will be sent to the recipient, and also will be stored in your sent box.
If you are sent a direct message yourself, you’ll get an email telling you about it, and it
will appear in your inbox when you click the Direct Messages link.
Another shortcut to send people direct messages is to type in the update box on the
homepage something like:
D LearningPool Hi! Just sending you a DM.
Note that the convention is to type just a ‘d’, not ‘dm’ or anything else.
Misunderstanding this has caused much embarrassment over time, and has spawned
the concept of the ‘DM fail’ – obviously personal, private messages that are accidentally
publicly published. Be careful!

Part 11: Finding more people to follow with search
Now we have tweeted a link or two, it might be an idea to find some more interesting
people to follow. One of the good ways of finding people who are interested in the
same stuff as you is to use the Twitter search function.
The search box on Twitter is at the top of the screen:

Try typing in a keyword that you might be interested in. At Learning Pool, we are into elearning in a big way, so let’s try that. Type in the keyword you want to search on, and
click the magnifying glass to run the search. You should see something like this appear:

There are lots of different people tweeting about this subject. We can now click each
person’s username to see their profiles and find out if I want to follow them or not.
If this is a search term you find yourself using a lot, you might want to save some time
by saving the search by clicking the button at the cog icon on the top right of the results
list that looks like this:

It will then appear in your saved searches list on your home page:

You can click on this link whenever you want to take a look at that particular search. If it
is a reasonably popular term, you’ll find that your search page changes all the time as
people keep tweeting about it.
As you get going, you may also find it useful to find people to follow by clicking on the
‘Who to Follow’ link at the left hand side of the page.

Twitter will then create a personalised list of suggestions based on who you already
follow and what you tweet about:

You can then view the suggestions or browse your interests, looking at the suggested
profiles, choose whoever you think looks interesting and click on the follow button next
to their name.

Part 12: Tweeting Pictures
Twitter isn’t just about words – you can also post pictures and all sorts of other rich
media content. OK, so your photos and videos don’t actually appear on Twitter itself,
but links do, and that’s just as good.
The way this works is by using other sites that can handle the uploading of images, etc
alongside Twitter – similar to how we used bit.ly to help shorten our links.
Let’s tweet a photo first of all. Make sure you have a photo on your computer that we
can use. Firstly, click on the compose tweet icon here:

This screen will then appear. Click on the camera icon on the bottom left.

Select the image that you wish to upload from the location that you have it stored eg in
“My Pictures” or “Desktop”. Click open and the image will appear in your tweet like this.
Notice that the 140 character count has dropped to 119, this is because the image will
appear as a link.
You can now tweet as normal within this window eg “Hey everyone, look at my new
parachute”. *Remember you do not have your full 140 characters due to the image
upload.

Part 13: Favourites
Sometimes you will see a tweet that you’d like to return to later. Maybe it was
something you wanted to give some thought to before replying, or it contained a link
you want to check out later, or perhaps it just made you laugh.
Favourites work a little like bookmarks or favourites in your web browser. When you
hover your mouse pointer over a tweet, a little star and ‘favourite’ link will appear
underneath the tweet:

Try clicking the link, it the star should turn yellow while you have your mouse hovering
over the tweet and the top right corner of the tweet will show orange with a yellow star:

Now, click the “Me” link at the top of the screen:

This will show everything you have tweeted, followed, who follows you, your favourites
and your lists.
Click on the tab marked Favourites:

A screen will then appear showing all the tweets where you have clicked the star.
When you’re done with having a tweet in your favourites, just hover your mouse over
the tweet, click the star again (which will now say ‘unfavourite’ next to it) and it will
disappear from your list.

Part 14: Lists
Lists are a useful feature on Twitter. They have been developed especially for those
people who follow a lot of others and who want to break them down into separate
groups, which could be on topic or geographical lines.
To create a list, you first need to find someone to add to that list. I have decided to
create a list called ‘Internet Sensations’ and the first person I want to add to it is me.
So, I visit my profile on Twitter by typing in twitter.com/LearningPool into my browser,
and the screen appears like so:

Click the button that looks like a little person (circled), and a little drop down menu will
appear, select Add or remove from List, and the following will appear:

Now, if I had already created a list or two, they would appear here and I could tick a box
to add myself to them. I’m just starting out here, though, so I need to create my first list.
I do this by just clicking the create a list link.
The following box appears, into which I type the name of my new list which we have
called Learning Pool and a quick description:

We are happy for others to see this list (if it were one called ‘People we hate’ we might
choose to make it private) and so I click the Save list button to complete the process.
A quick message will appear telling you that your list was created.
If you now return to your homepage – by typing twitter.com into your browser – you
can see what lists you have set up on the left, and click on them to view them:

You don’t need to actually follow people to add them to your list, so this is a useful way
of seeing updates from people without letting your timeline get too cluttered on your
Twitter homepage!
You can create as many lists as you like, and add as many people to each one as you
want to. As we mentioned earlier, if you have a lot of followers it might be useful to
categorise them like this!

Part 15: Be Mobile
One of the reasons why tweets are limited to 140 characters is so that we can send
them from our mobile phones. This can be a handy way of publishing to Twitter if we
aren’t close to, or can’t be bothered to boot up, a computer. Before we can do this,
though, we need to set up our phone to work with Twitter.
On the top navigation menu, click on the dropdown menu by your username and
choose Settings.

And then, on the menu that appears on the left, click Mobile.

The following screen should appear:

If you follow the instructions, you should easily be able to set up your mobile to work
with Twitter through sending and receiving SMS messages.
Another way to use Twitter on the move is if your phone can display web pages.
Visit m.twitter.com on your phone’s browser and you’ll find a cut down version of the
site perfectly designed for use on a small screen!
Another mobile web interface for Twitter is dabr.co.uk.
Finally, there are dedicated applications that can be downloaded onto phones to work
with Twitter. There are official apps made by Twitter for all the major smartphones,
such as iPhone, Android and Blackberry. Others are available and if you search your
phone’s app store for ‘Twitter’ you can find them.

Part 16: Measuring Success
There are a host of tools out there that can help you measure how successful you are on
Twitter. None of them tell the whole story, but they can all be useful in terms of letting
you know what you could do to be more effective in your use of Twitter.
Why not try out some of the links below – some require you to give your Twitter
username, others will need a password as well:








http://tweetlevel.edelman.com/
http://tweetgrader.com/
http://twitalyzer.com/5/index.asp
http://klout.com/home
http://twitaholic.com/
http://www.twitgraph.com/
http://tweetstats.com/

The truth is that everyone’s success criteria will be different. To really excel on any of
the measurement services I listed above, you will have to dedicate a whole lot of time to
following lots of people, ensuring you are tweeting many times a day and so on.
For many people the success criteria are not about how many followers or tweets there
are, but how high the quality is. Sometimes from just a small group of people you can
gain great insights and be exposed to some really interesting content.
Also, maybe if you just get a big group of people talking about an issue that can be
considered success as well. They might not be referring you or your organisation – but
who cares? People are engaging on topics you are interested in and you can learn from
those conversations.

Part 17: Tips to help find others on Twitter
Look for people in your local area who are active on Twitter. This is a great way to find
out who is tweeting near you, and to get involved in some local based discussions. One
of the best places to find this information is Twitter Gradr’s ‘Top users by location’ tool.
You can find it by entering http://tweet.grader.com/ into your browser.

Enter your location in the box provided, and hit Go. As I mentioned earlier, with
locations it is best to be as specific as possible, so put ‘Cambridge, UK’ rather than just
‘Cambridge’, for example.
You should then get a list of the top tweeters in that location. Some wrong entries still
manage to get in, but by and large it is a useful tool:

Again, just click the usernames of people that look interesting, and if you decide you like
the look of them, start to follow them!

Part 18: The Spam Factor
As with any online network, people try and use it for no good. On Twitter, this means
spam – people who create one or many accounts just to promote their product or
service.
It’s often easy to spot a spammer on Twitter – they are usually following thousands of
other people, and are only followed back by one or two. Also, they tend to favour
having photos of models as their avatars.
If you are followed by a spammer, it is usually good practice to ‘block’ and report them.
This will stop them being able to view your tweets, and will alert the Twitter authorities
that something might be amiss with that account.
To block a spammer – and please don’t do this to me, even for a laugh! – go to their
profile page and click on the little icon that looks like a person then select the Report
username for Spam link:

As you can see just above the option to report someone for spam, you can simply block
someone. This means that you can protect your privacy against certain individuals who
aren’t necessarily spam users but are people you do not want to communicate with.

Part 19: Other Ways of Accessing Twitter
The website is just one way of accessing Twitter. A number of applications that you can
install on your computer are available and are very popular. They tend to add additional
features that improve the user experience and make life a bit easier.
Obviously, if you are using a work machine you will need the permission of the IT
department to install new software. However, on your own personal computer, you can
of course install whatever you like!
Some of the most popular Twitter applications or ‘clients’ are:
 TweetDeck
 Twitterific
 Seesmic
To try one of these, you will need to download the program before installing it on your
computer. Some may also require you to install something called Adobe Air, which they
need to work. If this is necessary, instructions are provided, so don’t worry too much.
There are some other web based tools that you can use with Twitter as well, each of
which has its own focus and special features. Again, it’s probably a good idea to have a
play and find out what works and doesn’t work for you. Some of the popular ones
include:








Hootsuite – good at managing more than one Twitter account
Easy Chirp – a way of using Twitter that meets accessibility standards
ChatCatcher – list Twitter comments on your blog
TwitterFeed – automatically post an RSS feed
FriendOrFollow – find out whether the people who you follow also follow you
Twitterfall – watch events unfold with a live feed of tweets
TweetMeme – tracks trends on Twitter and allows for easy retweeting of content

There are literally hundreds of Twitter based services out there – see what you can find!

Part 20: Using Twitter as an Organisation
Probably the best strategy for using Twitter in the corporate sense was written by Neil
Williams at the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills – @neillyneil on Twitter.
You can find his document online here: http://bit.ly/3lkYsL If you use it – make sure you
reply to Neil on Twitter and let him know it was useful!
Walsall Council’s Dan Slee on Twitter has also written some great notes on his blog
about how organisations can use Twitter effectively – @danslee on Twitter. You can find
the original post at http://bit.ly/6Jtksm - but here is his list of 27 tips for twittering:
1. Tweet for yourself first. Take some time to get to know the platform, how
people use it and the language they use. Then you can tweet as an
organisation with confidence.
2. Do use a human voice. Be polite. Be helpful. Be approachable.
3. If it helps, think of Twitter as walking into a pub. There are some friendly
people. There are some who are a bit misinformed but friendly. There are
some who are just plain hostile. If you can’t move the conversation on, don’t
take part. If you can, do.
4. Don’t argue with an idiot. My Uncle Keith told me this. It’s one of the best
pieces of advice I’ve ever heard. If someone is being daft you really don’t
have to engage with them.
5. Do respond within 24 hours. Many councils have a promise to respond to a
letter within 21 days. In the world of social media that’s just too slow. By the
time that letter is sitting on the doormat the debate will have been long lost.
Even a ‘thanks for your tweet, I’ll pass on your comment,’ will be
appreciated.
6. Do have a deputy. It’s great you are in charge of the Twitter account. But get
someone to stand in if you’re on holiday.
7. Do tweet everyday. Frequency builds an audience.
8. Do tweet out of office hours from time to time if you can. You may well reach
a different set of people. They’ll be impressed you have.
9. Don’t tweet by committee. You’ll end up with a camel. Take a steer from
someone if needs be what the answer should be but write it yourself.
10. Do use the search button to see what people are saying about you. And then
get involved in the conversation if you need to. Be polite and point people to
where they can get help.
11. Don’t use RSS. This is the automated service that sends out a message based
on your press release intro. What works well on social media is a human face
NOT a machine. Don’t do it. Please. You’ll be missing the point.
12. Don’t put out an out-of-office. ’We’re going on holiday now. Back in three
weeks.’ It. Looks. Rubbish. At a push switch to RSS.
13. Be named. Put your first name in the organisation biog. It at least shows a
human face.

14. Change your profile pic regularly. Landmarks and seasonal shots work better
than a shrunken logo.
15. Re-tweet. RT. This means you’ve read something interesting and you’ve cc’d
it to your group of followers too. If it’s a third sector or public sector tweet
that’s relevant. That’s the spirit of social media. e.g. RT @walsall_hospice
great to see so many people at our fundraising event at the Arboretum
yesterday.
16. You are allowed to #followfriday. This is where you can recommend good
people to follow. If you are a council suggest other council departments that
are on Twitter. Or maybe a local charity.
17. Do use smileys if the need arises : ). It’s part of the landscape of Twitter. But
use it wisely. It won’t be appropriate next to a link to the death of a former
Mayor : (
18. Do listen and feedback. Forward comments to the right place. Let officers
know what is being said. It’s a good listening device.
19. In the long term think of Twitter for services. Have a general council one. But
think about one specifically for jobs too. Or planning applications. Or library
events. Or maybe any of the 800 services.
20. Use pictures. They’re full of win. Link to pics on flickr the photo sharing
website, for example. You’ll also build connections with your community.
21. Live tweet an event or a press conference. Widen up the event to a bigger
audience.
22. Use hashtags. Hashtags are a way of joining in a wider conversation. For
example the hashtag #iranelections saw over a million tweets a day at its
peak. On a more routine level put the name of your town or borough in. e.g.
#Newcastle, #Derby, #Brownhills. Or even the service #environment
#libraries or #countryside.
23. Be prepared for people saying unpleasant things about you. But remember
that they’d be saying it about you anyway. This is your chance to listen and
connect.
24. Get used to the fact that you can’t control Twitter. But by being part of it you
can take part in the conversation.
25. Be prepared to speak with hyperlocal bloggers. They’re part of the
conversation too.
26. Keep a note of what you do month by month. Analysing the impact of social
media is still in its infancy and there are no clear universally adopted industry
standard ways yet. An average followers multiplied by tweets gives
opportunities to view-style marketing figure that is compelling to those
within the organisation. In Walsall in June, for example, there were 40,000
opps to view. Even accounting for the fact that Mashable says that 20 per
cent of accounts are dormant that’s a serious figure.
27. Let people in your organisation know your social media activity. Keep them in
the loop. A monthly update should do it.

Part 21: Further reading
As strange as it may sound, there have been books printed about Twitter, and at least
two of them are great reads. They are:
The Twitter Book by Tim O’Reilly and Sarah Milstein;

and Twitterville, by Shel Israel.

If this eBook has whetted your appetite for more Twitter literature, then you can’t go
too wrong with these.
There is also a Twitter wiki at twitter.pbworks.com. It probably isn’t for the feint
hearted, but it contains absolutely stacks of information about the gazillions of Twitter
related websites, services and applications that exist out there.
It’s also probably worth keeping an eye on the official Twitter blog at blog.twitter.com
for the latest announcements and examples of feature creep.

Part 22: Next Steps
So, you probably now have all the guidance you need to get started with Twitter. The
key is to keep going, even if you don’t feel you are getting much out of it in the early
days.
The value in Twitter is really in the network, and you have to spend a little bit of time
building that network up. Once you have a big enough group of followers – which only
needs to be in the tens rather than the hundreds or thousands – you’ll soon find lots of
interesting conversations going on that you can learn from and contribute to.
Indeed, the best way to learn about using Twitter is simply to use it. It acts as its own
support forum, and any questions you have will quickly be answered if you just tweet
them.
Feel free to get in touch with us with any feedback or ideas for future versions of this
guide – whether on Twitter with @LearningPool or by email –
marketing@learningpool.com. We’d love to hear from you.

